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Abstract:
As the variability of information and software systems has increased, the need for an engineering discipline concerned with building reusable assets (such as specification sets, patterns and components) on one hand and representing and managing knowledge in specific domains on the other hand has become crucial. This discipline, called domain engineering, supports the notion of a domain, defined as a set of applications that use a set of common concepts for describing requirements, problems and capabilities. The purpose of domain engineering is to identify, model, construct, catalog, and disseminate a set of software artifacts that can be applied to existing and future software in a particular application domain. As such, it can support the effective and efficient management and development of software assets. Hence, it is important to introduce this discipline among software engineering practitioners and researchers.

As an evolutionary approach, domain engineering relates to many different areas, such as conceptualization, ontologies and ontology deployment, metadata and metamodeling, knowledge base integration, reuse, patterns, model driven approaches, and reference modelling.

The purpose of this tutorial is to present and discuss domain engineering concepts, methods, problems, and solutions. We will focus on modelling domains and applications and validating application models against their domain models. We will review several domain engineering methods, explaining their basics, rationale, advantages, and shortcomings. We will compare and discuss these methods using a case study, emphasizing how they support the reuse and knowledge management activities.

What is Domain Engineering?
Domain engineering is a discipline that supports the notion of a domain. A domain can be defined as a set of applications that use common concepts for describing requirements, problems and capabilities. The purpose of domain engineering is to identify, model, construct, catalog, and disseminate a set of software artifacts that can be applied to existing and future software systems in a particular application domain. Similarly to software engineering, domain engineering includes three main activities: domain analysis, domain design, and domain implementation. Domain analysis identifies a domain and captures its ontology. It should specify the basic elements of the domain, identify the relationships among these elements, and represent this understanding in a useful way. Domain design and domain implementation are concerned with mechanisms for translating requirements into systems that are made up of components with the intent of reusing them to the highest extent possible. Domain modelling is especially important because of two main reasons. First, modelling, especially visual modelling, can help understanding complex system
specifications and support communications among the various stakeholders engaged in the development process. Secondly, the core elements of a domain and the relationships among them usually remain unchanged, while the technologies and implementation environments are in progressive improvement. Hence, domain models usually remain valid for long periods.

Many methods and techniques have been developed to support domain modelling. FODA and PLUS, for example, are feature-oriented approaches that emphasize the common and different features of applications in a specific domain. GME, metaEdit+, and DOME are examples of metamodeling environments which enable definition of domain specific languages (DSL) and support using them to describe particular applications.

Nowadays, domain engineering and domain specific languages receive special attention from communities which deal with conceptualization, ontologies and ontology deployment, metadata and metamodeling, knowledge base integration, reuse, patterns, model driven approaches, and reference modelling. However, domain engineering has been criticized as dealing with too broad areas (domains) which are usually understood only during the development process. Most of these problems can be solved by taking a special care of the way domain engineering is woven into software engineering.

In this tutorial, we will present and discuss domain engineering concepts, problems, and solutions through the Application-based Domain Modelling (ADOM) approach. ADOM binds domain and application models into a general framework and enables the definition of mutual constraints between these types of models. An example of a domain can be process control systems which monitor and control the values of certain variables through a set of components that work together to achieve a common objective or purpose. Application areas within this domain include engineering and industrial control systems, control systems in the human body, and financial derivation-tracking products. All of these application types share concepts such as controller, controlled value, executer, sensor, etc. In addition, they should obey constraints, such as "keep the system within the boundaries of the controlled value."

Being influenced by Meta Object Facility (MOF), the architecture of ADOM consists of three layers: the application layer, the domain layer, and the (modeling) language layer. The application layer consists of models of particular applications, including their structure (scheme) and behaviour, e.g., a home climate control system and a financial derivation-tracking product. The language layer comprises metamodels of modeling languages, e.g., UML. The intermediate domain layer consists of specifications of various domains, e.g., the process control systems domain. The ADOM architecture also enables enforcing constraints among the different layers; in particular the domain layer enforces constraints on the application layer. The fulfilment of these constraints can be checked due to the ability to classify application elements according to the domain terminology.

**Tutorial Objectives:**
The main purpose of the tutorial is to present and discuss domain engineering concepts and methods, focusing on domain modelling activities. This can be divided into the following objectives:

- Introducing basic concepts of domain engineering.
- Reviewing and comparing common domain modeling methods.
- Discussing domain engineering problems and solutions to these problems.
• Exemplifying domain engineering concepts and their integration into software engineering processes through the Application-based Domain Modeling (ADOM) approach.

**Detailed Outline:**

**Introduction (30 minutes)**
- The landscape of software reuse and knowledge representation and management (15 minutes)
- What is domain engineering: concepts and problems (15 minutes)

**Overview of domain modelling approaches (120 minutes)**
- Common domain engineering methods, their basics and rationales (60 minutes).
- The Application-based Domain Analysis Modelling (ADOM) Approach (60 minutes)

**Summary and discussion (30 minutes)**

**Intended Audience and Required Background:**
The tutorial is targeted to researchers and practitioners in different software engineering areas.
The tutorial is at the introductory level, but requires basic background in object-oriented analysis and design (preferably in UML).
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